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Executive Summary
This document discusses libraries and software tools for extreme data processing, it
is structured as follows. Section 2 covers the state-of-the-art of existing libraries
and tools for both data-intensive and data-analytics applications. Section 3 presents
a prototype of a parallel programming framework for data-intensive application
based on task parallelism and workflow execution. Section 4 presents the ASPIDE
Gateway, a collection of components designed to handle application composition
and orchestration. Section 5 concludes this document.
The placement of the deliverable is outlined in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Deliverable dependencies of D2.2.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The modern computational elements used in distributed heterogeneous platforms
provides performance improvements thanks to their parallel capabilities. However,
programming efficiently for these architectures demands big efforts in order to
transform sequential applications into parallel and to optimize such applications.
Compared to sequential programming, designing and implementing parallel applications for operating on modern hardware poses a number of new challenges to
developers. Communication overheads, load imbalance, poor data locality, improper
data layouts, contention in parallel I/O, deadlocks, starvation or the appearance of
data races in threaded environments are just examples of those challenges. Besides,
maintaining and migrating such applications to other parallel platforms demands
considerable efforts. Thus, it becomes clear that programmers require additional
expertise and endeavor to implement parallel applications, apart from the knowledge
needed in the application domain.
To tackle this issue, several solutions in the area, such as parallel programming
frameworks, have been developed to efficiently exploit parallel computing architectures. Indeed, multiple parallel programming frameworks from the state-of-the-art
benefit from shared memory multi-core architectures, such as OpenMP, Cilk or Intel
TBB; distributed platforms, such as MPI or Hadoop; and some others especially
tailored for accelerators, as e.g., OpenCL and CUDA. Basically, these frameworks
provide a set of parallel algorithmic skeletons (e.g. parallel_for or parallel_reduce)
representing recurrent algorithmic structures that allow running pieces of source
code in parallel. However, users require understanding different frameworks, not
only to decide which fits best for their purposes but also to properly use them. Not
to mention the migration efforts of applications among frameworks, which becomes
as well an arduous task.
In this project, we will desing and develop a data-aware programming model for data
intesive applications in terms of data-parallel tasks using a simplified API and DSLs
on top of it. This way, the proposed solution maihg help application developers
4

to access and use resources without the need to manage low-level architectural
entities. In the same way, we want to provide a way to easily swich among different
execution modes or policies without requiring to modify the applications source
code.
This document introduces some already existing tools and libraries for supporting
extreme data processing from the state-of-the-art. Additionally, we describe in
detail those tools that will be employed or extended in this project for supporting
the proposed programming paradigm in D2.1.

5

Chapter 2

Existing libraries and tool for
data intensive applications
2.1

Big Data Analytics Ecosystem

Big Data affects many different ecosystems and areas of research and business, thus
there is no unique definition for it and its scope is still a controversial topic among
these communities. From the data analysis perspective, the multi-v model reflects a
way to define Big Data by describing several of its features, and it keeps evolving
over time adding more attributes as needed. The core characteristics included in this
model are [1]:
1. Volume of the data sise. Volume is necessary in order to get valuable insight
from analytics tools. It is usual to find volumes in the order of peta or terabytes
at the enterprise level. These volumes can also be quantified in the order of
billions of records, tables, files or transactions depending on the platform
used by the system. In order to handle these volumes, Big Data systems and
applications must be designed to maximise throughput and resilience.
2. Velocity of data production and processing. Data can be produced and consumed at different rates. Big Data systems can even incorporate diverse source
frequencies and processing speeds including batch processing, streaming,
near- and real-time speed.
3. Variety of data types. Nowadays a data source an be anything: sensors,
third parties, Web applications, etc. Hence data can be highly heterogeneous
and may be unstructured, and platforms must be able to understand and
integrate this diverse data to aggregate the knowledge from different sources.
In addition, data types depend greatly on the application and its domain:
we find structured statistical data in business intelligence, time series and
6

geospatial data in Internet-of-Things, and media, text and graph data in social
environments.
In addition, from the business perspective the following features are also key [2]:
1. Veracity of data. The volume of data is key to obtain knowledge, but the
derived information would be flawed if the quality of data is low. High-quality
Big Data must be reliable in terms of trust and integrity.
2. Value in business terms. The model or analysis that results from processing
Big Data must provide enterprise value to make up for the investment expenses
necessary to collect and analyse data.
These definitions have a key aspect in common: Big Data focuses on data, in
particular, on data that is large in volume as perceived by the communities over
time. This paradigm-shift centred towards data has affected all areas of computing
from data acquisition, transfer and storage, to data analysis and visualisation. This
reflected on traditional areas of business and science –like genomics, climatology,
finance, and business intelligence– that were able to obtain better knowledge with
existing methods, but also promoted novel areas of research to exploit the intrinsic
value of data and improve the system’s capability to cope with the requirements of
data processing and storage. Areas like Internet-of-things and Big Data analytics
developed greatly thanks to the advances in Big Data.
Big Data analytics (BDA) is one of the best examples of how Big Data disrupted an
established area like business intelligence, exploiting advanced analytics techniques
operating on Big Data to evolve from descriptive tools to predictive and prescriptive models. Today, enterprises are exploring Big Data to incorporate knowledge
discovery into their business to detect interrelations among apparently unrelated
attributes of datasets [3]. Enterprises can now understand the current state of the
business and customer behaviour through complex techniques like predictive analytics, data mining, statistical analysis, data visualisation, artificial intelligence,
and natural language processing, paired with support platforms such as map-reduce,
in-database analytics, in-memory databases, and columnar data stores. Some of
these techniques have been around for years and they have been revamped due
to their good adaptability to very large data sets with minimal data preparation.
In addition, infrastructures like cloud computing offer the possibility to lower the
economical costs of deploying BDA, and building analytics workflows at different
levels of abstractions.
Figure 2.1 represents the traditional knowledge discovery workflow for Big Data,
which includes dealing with data acquisition from diverse sources, processing
and combining data in many ways in order to build a model that can be used for
analysis and visualisation, finally incorporating feedback mechanisms to refine
data processing and modelling stages. This workflow has been usually combined
with the lambda architecture [4] to provide scalable integration and interoperability
across different datasets trough real-time analytics. This architecture was proposed
7
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Figure 2.1: Typical workflow of a BDA application.

Figure 2.2: Representation of the lambda architecture.
with the goal of providing a generalist platform to serve different applications with
diverse latency needs in a streaming environment. As shown in Fig. 2.2, the lambda
architecture includes a speed layer for pure stream processing in real-time, a batch
layer for storing raw data and processing higher quality views of long-term data,
and a presentation layer that manages queries and output visualisation.
Looking ahead, it is expected that areas such as mobile technology, social media, IoT
and data-driven sciences will generate data to a global total in the order of dozens
of zettabytes [5]. This data will yield valuable information for smart applications,
science and decision making processes in business.

2.1.1

Data-Centric Batch and Stream Processing

Minimising data movements is very important for the final performance. At the
application development stage, working with programming models that provide a
data processing layer able to abstract resource allocation, data management and task
execution can result in an improvement in performance and locality.
The map-reduce [6] data processing model was the most relevant data-centric model
when BDA research took off, as it enables analytics on big datasets by parallelising
computations for HPC and multi-core environments [7]. A map-reduce-based
algorithm consists of a two-phase algorithm that takes as input a set of key-value
pairs retrieved from the input files. The input is split across a group of homogeneous
8

map functions, which process the data and forward the result to the reduce tasks in
order to write the final result. The original map-reduce implementation by Google
relies on the Google File System (GFS) [8] to achieve locality by block replication,
and considers data-aware task scheduling. A similar approach is followed by the
open map-reduce implementation, Hadoop [9], and its partner file system Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) [10]. Applications in map-reduce work with
many large files and need to execute fast transfers and operations on a wide and
diverse dataset. Besides the numerous works that took advantage of it to improve
performance of a wide range of applications, it had a major impact in subsequent
map-reduce-inspired models.
One of the models that emerged from map-reduce is map-reduce-merge [11], a
model that adds a merge phase that can efficiently aggregate the data already
partitioned and sorted by the map and reduce modules. Map-reduce does not
directly support processing multiple related heterogeneous datasets, limitation that
causes efficiency issues when map-reduce is applied in relational operations like
joins. The map-reduce-merge model can, on the other hand, express relational
algebra operators and implement several join algorithms.
MapIterativeReduce [12] is an alternative model that extends map-reduce to better
support reduce-intensive applications, while substantially improving its efficiency
by eliminating the implicit barrier between the map and the reduce phases. Among
implementations of map-iterative-reduce we can find Twister [13], Haloop [14] and
Twister4Azure [15]. Twister assumes that the intermediate data produced after the
map stage of the computation will fit into the distributed memory. Twister4Azure
locally caches the loop-invariant input data in the workers’ memory and storage
to improve scalability in Cloud environment. HaLoop’s scheduler places on the
same physical machines those map and reduce tasks that occur in different iterations
but access the same data. With this approach, data can be more easily cached and
re-used between iterations. HaLoops maintains three types of caches: reducer input
cache, reducer output cache, and mapper input cache.
The work in [16] suggests that iterative and interactive applications are the ones
that could take the highest advantage of in-memory data storage for fast reuse. The
Spark [17] programming model supports a wide range of functionalities that enable
the development of applications that do not fit nicely the map-reduce paradigm,
such as many iterative machine learning algorithms and interactive data analysis
tools. Spark reuses a working set of data, known as resilient distributed dataset
(RDD) [18], through multiple parallel operations, built around an acyclic data flow
model. It retains, however, the scalability and fault tolerance features of map-reduce.
The Spark framework relies heavily in the concept of resilient distributed dataset
(RDD) [18] to provide this functionality. RDDs are in-memory collections of
data, and the operations on them are tracked in order to provide significant fault
tolerance. According to its authors, the system has proven to be highly scalable,
fault tolerant and fast. However, in most Java-based map-reduce platforms [19] the
9

deep component stack and its dependence on the JVM yield a significant memory
consumption that also affects execution time due to frequent garbage collection
operations [20] and serialisation if bindings to other languages are used [21].
Spark has inspired subsequent works like GraphX, which extends the framework
to support graph parallel computing. Working with graphs has, as indicated by
the authors, specific challenges and requirements that were not fully addressed by
previous works. GraphX aims to introduce fault tolerant, parallel data processing to
graph processing, with a focus on in-memory computing for effective distribution
of the work-load.
Map-reduce-based programming models [22]have also evolved into language frameworks that provide a data access layer through a set of APIs, thus eliminating the
need to re-implement repetitive tasks by working on top of the processing layer.
Moreover, some models evolved into workflow frameworks to support the composition of heterogeneous and coupled components to simulate different aspects of
an application model. As these modules interact and exchange significant volumes
of data at runtime [23], making these transfers efficient has a major impact in the
overall performance. Map-reduce is able to process large amounts of partitioned
input datasets by spawning a set of homogeneous map and reduce tasks. To improve
sharing of such input, CloudFlow [24] offers scheduling optimisations at the task
and job levels, based on the access frequency of different datasets. A shared job data
handler identifies multiple jobs of different users, finds the frequently- or partiallyshared data items, and copies them to the local file system of the nodes for future
use. Additionally, a shared task data handler delivers the shared data to the map
functions that need it by means of a data-centric pre-fetching mechanism, instead
of following a pull scheme. Therefore, when computation tasks are located away
from the data they consume, the data they need can be pushed near the compute
node to improve data locality. Another approach is followed by Dryad [25], a
general-purpose distributed execution engine for coarse-grain data-parallel applications. A Dryad application combines computational nodes with communication
channels to form a dataflow graph. Dryad runs the application by executing the
vertices of this graph on the available nodes of a distributed environment, or in
several CPUs for single-node machines. The application can infer the size and
placement of data at run time, and modify the graph as the computation progresses
to make an efficient use of the available resources. The DMCF framework [26] has
some similarities with Dryad. In particular, the main contribution of DMCF is the
integration of different hardware/software solutions for high-level programming,
management and execution of parallel data analysis workflows. The DMCF runtime
was designed to enable the parallel execution of data analysis workflows on multiple
virtual machines to improve performance and ensure scalability of applications. To
this end, the runtime implements data-driven task parallelism that automatically
spawns ready-to-run workflow tasks to the Cloud resources, taking into account
dependencies among tasks and current availability of data to be processed.
10

Finally, Nephele [27] is a data processing framework that aims to exploit the
dynamic resource allocation offered by compute clouds for both task scheduling
and execution. It allows to assign the particular tasks of a processing job to different
types of virtual machines, and takes care of their instantiation and termination
during the job execution. Similar to Dryad, jobs in Nephele are expressed as a
directed acyclic graph (DAG).
Several frameworks have explored the possibility of building rich data SQL-like
abstractions for database processing. For example, Pig Latin [28] is a high-level
data-flow language and execution framework whose compiler produces sequences of
batch processing map-reduce programs. Pig offers SQL-style high-level data manipulation constructs, which can be assembled in an explicit dataflow and interleaved
with custom map- and reduce-style functions or executables [29]. Another popular
approach is Hive [30], an open-source data warehousing solution that supports
queries expressed in a SQL-like declarative language known as HiveQL, which
are compiled into map-reduce jobs. In addition, HiveQL enables users to plug in
custom map-reduce scripts into queries. Hive adds special optimisations to improve
data-locality and reduce data-transfer overhead, such as pruning unnecessary files
from partitions on the file system, and buffering small tables in the distributed main
memory of worker nodes for faster access. Finally, REX [31] is a programming
model built for database management systems (DBMSs) that support recursive
SQL. These systems are more efficient because they only propagate the changes
in the states that are produced in each step, while accumulating each iteration.
REX focuses on supporting these iterative computations in order to update states
in an efficient and extensible manner. Additionally, REX’s data partitioning and
replication scheme ensures that every node can access any non-local data without
consulting a central directory server.
In-memory computing has also affected data-base oriented platforms with approaches like Phoenix [32] for shared and distributed memory machines. Shark [33],
which supports the Hive warehousing system [34] on Spark, is a popular similar
approach, but oriented towards SQL-based data analytics by means of machine learning. These algorithms are typically iterative, thus in-memory computing suits well
the need for cached data to be reused. Similarly, pure map-reduce paradigms have
benefited from in-memory trends resulting in platforms for memory-intensive workloads such as Mammoth [19], Piccolo [35], Main-Memory Map-Reduce (M3R) [36],
and Hyracks [37].
Some of the former works indicate that in-memory databases and computing are
able to scale to petascale systems. No further work has found indicating whether
this could hold for exascale systems though. New technologies based in multicore processors can improve the performance of applications by favouring locality
through intra-node data sharing, which minimises data exchanges across compute
nodes [23]. The prospective usage of map-reduce based models at different levels of
parallelism within the computing infrastructure, as typically done in HPC systems,
11

Figure 2.3: Application model for the typical HPC scientific application.
might provide a shared space programming abstraction that replaces existing parallel
programming models such as message passing.

2.2

High-Performance Computing Ecosystem

High-performance computing (HPC) refers to the usage of aggregated computing
power in order to deliver as much speed as possible to run complex parallel programs
efficiently. This terms is tightly related to the concept of supercomputing, which
pushes HPC to the highest operational rate of the available technology. Nowadays,
top modern supercomputers reach perform in the order of one hundred petaflops,
and a machine capable of delivering one exaflop is expected to appear around 2020.
All this computational power and sophisticated infrastructures involve massive
investment in hardware development, runtime design, and daily operational costs.
As a consequence, they have been put to the service of strategic areas of science
and industry that rely on complex numerical applications that cannot be run on
commodity machines due to their performance requirements. This includes sectors
like aviation, energy, pharmaceutical, oil and gas, and automotive; and high-end
scientific research on climate, medicine, bioinformatics, and physics.
To exploit the scalability and performance of supercomputers, HPC applications rely
heavily on parallelism techniques to maximise the usage of resources. Supported
by advanced runtimes, these applications coordinate parallel processing on many
cores and nodes with network-intensive data transfers between compute and storage
nodes. In addition, some applications need to iterate to refine their results, modify
the underlying model, or incorporate new data. Figure 2.3 depicts these relationships
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which form the structure of many HPC applications. The core simulated models
are typically initialised with a combination of input data and base environmental
conditions as parameters, and the simulation domain is distributed so that kernel
computations can be conducted in parallel. Ideally, these simulations are pleasingly
parallel and computations can be executed independently while incorporating partial
new data. Once kernels converge, the resulting data is merged with the results
coming from the other processing units in order to update the model, leading
to a communication-intensive process that results in the input that will be fed
to the following step. As a fault-tolerance measure, some simulations include
checkpointing procedures to store intermediate models and restore the simulation
from them in case of failure. Finally, simulation results are written to storage.
HPC is not unaffected by current data-centric trends, and scientists are already tackling how HPC can benefit from the availability of Big Data. High-performance data
analytics, data-intensive scientific computing, visualisation and machine learning
are areas of research that currently inherit the performance and scalability aspirations of traditional HPC, while incorporating new challenges that affect how data is
managed and transmitted at all levels of the system and software stack.

2.2.1

Supercomputers and Data-Intensive Clusters

Large scale HPC infrastructures, such as supercomputers, grids, clouds and clusters,
have been widely developed with the core objective of providing a suitable platform
for high-performance and high-throughput computing. As these paradigms typically
require massive hardware resources and dedicated middleware, large scale computing holds specific challenges in order to achieve sufficient efficiency in terms
of memory, CPU, I/O, network latencies, and power consumption, to name a few.
These systems are oriented towards supporting resource-demanding and complex
applications with heavy resource requirements, thus they need dedicated platforms
that orchestrate tasks and manage resources in order to behave in a coordinated
manner, and meet the application requirements. These pieces of software constitute
the middleware that permits node intercommunication, data transmission, load
balancing, task assignment and fault tolerance, among others.
Traditional HPC infrastructures are built in such way that storage and computation
are not located in the same nodes, following the schema depicted in 2.4. Networks
are also isolated to avoid the interference of I/O operations to the parallel file system
with computation communications. Parallel file systems maintain a logical space
view and provide an efficient access to data, which can be distributed through
several sites and among multiple I/O servers and disks to deliver higher degree of
parallelism.
There are several issues that are still not solved by the academia with regard to these
infrastructures. In particular, computer scientists have realised that, as problems
13
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Figure 2.4: Traditional architecture of a HPC infrastructure with isolated storage
and computation networks.

become larger and more complex, a powerful infrastructure is not sufficient to
achieve proper scalability, both in terms of overall performance, resource utilisation,
and power efficiency. With the advent of data-centric trends, recent works have
suggested that improving data locality across all layers of the system stack is key to
move towards exascale infrastructures efficiently [38].
Some authors claim that current architecture of high-end computing systems is
inefficient because storage is completely segregated from the compute resources,
thus further network interconnections are needed to access storage [39]. Storage
systems constitute one of the greatest bottlenecks when dealing with data-intensive
computations. Therefore, data awareness in file systems and storage infrastructures
can significantly improve the system’s overall locality, as other layers can benefit
from the system’s knowledge of data placement. To avoid the drawbacks of traditional parallel file systems, a new generation of distributed file systems has emerged
as support layers for data-centric frameworks like map-reduce. The most relevant
parallel file systems that have a focus on data locality are the Hadoop File System
(HDFS) [40], the Google File System (GFS) [8]. Work in this area has also been
conducted to improve locality by moving data to the node’s memory to minimise
interaction with storage nodes. This resulted in new infrastructure architectures
that incorporate deeper memory hierarchies and local storage in compute nodes,
following the model of cloud-oriented datacentres [CITE SAN DIEGO Y LOS
2020].
The influence of Big Data and analytics in supercomputing is also reflected in the
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Figure 2.5: Parallelism layers in HPC programming models, including inter- and
intra-node parallelism.
incorporation of new hardware architectures tailored for deep learning and dataintensive computing [41], resulting in dedicated accelerators like vector processors
[CITE], tensor processing units (TPUs) [CITE], general purpose graphical processing units (GPGPUs) [CITE], and field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). These
new technologies provide further computational power for applications, but it is
still unclear which areas will require the full exascale power that will be provided
by impending heterogeneous infrastructures, as the bottleneck might remain at
upper layers of the software stack like monitoring, resource management, data
management, and communications [42]. In addition, applications are also evolving
towards complex workflows involving iterative analytics, data-intensive operations
and compute-intensive computations. Making an efficient usage of supercomputers
in this landscape will require algorithm, runtime and data management refinements
to support applications with mixed requirements, without diminishing usability.

2.2.2

Parallel Programming Models and Runtimes

HPC applications aim to run at the maximum level of parallelism provided by
supercomputers in order to reduce execution time and increase scalability. On
submission, applications are provided with a set of allocated processing units
distributed across several nodes, and optionally different types of accelerators might
be assigned if present in the infrastructure. Figure 2.5 represents these diverse
processing units.
The message passing interface (MPI) standard is the most common procedure to
exploit inter-node parallelism in HPC environments, and is the basis for numerous
runtimes and workflows for scientific computing [CITE]. The implementations of
MPI allow the execution of standard operations comprising multiple processes on
distributed memory platforms, which provided coarse-grained parallelism sufficient
15

for terascale applications.
Thread-level parallelism is the basis for fine-grained intra-node parallelism for
multi-core CPUs. Developers can choose from a wide range of threading libraries
like POSIX threads [CITE], Intel’s threading building blocks (TBB) [CITE], and
Microsoft’s parallel patterns library (PPL) [CITE]. Nowadays, the open specification
for multi-processing (OpenMP) [CITE] is still one of the most used tools for
parallelisation, mostly because its annotation-based nature minimises the impact
on sequential code. As machines reached petascale, combining MPI and OpenMP
became a common procedure to reach massive parallelism on machines supporting
distributed and shared memory [43–45].
Current HPC infrastructures have incorporated different types of accelerators to
enhance the performance of specific applications. Programming models adapted
accordingly to ease the access to further finer-grain intra-node parallelism. GPGPUs are the most widely adopted accelerator in current HPC machines given they
power efficiency and their many-core architecture, which pushes forward massive
parallelism to the order of thousands of cores in a single chip. There are several
libraries that enable the interaction with GPGPUs, such as OpenCL [CITE], Nvidia
CUDA [CITE], and OpenACC [CITE], supporting data offload to the accelerators,
kernel operator definition, direct execution of such code on the device, and result
retrieval back to the host CPU. Accelerator runtimes have also been integrated
with intra-node parallelism through OpenMP [46], and inter-node parallelism via
MPI [47, 48]. The mechanisms to build hybrid runtimes exploting both intra- and
inter-node parallelism had major influence in subsequence advances in further parallelism integration, and they are expected to be present in future exascale systems
to cope with the need for adaptive hybrid programming models for heterogeneous
extreme scale machines [49].

2.3

Current Trends in HPDA Convergence

Instances of HPDA convergence are evident in the literature of computer science,
physical sciences, and business. One example of using HPC to accelerate BDA tools
is Malitsky et al. [50], who developed Spark workflows over MPI to parallelise and
visualise reconstructions of synchrotron light source X-ray microscopy. Another
example, from the commercial sector, of HPC for BDA is PayPal, who rely on the
high concurrency and low latency of HPC systems for fraud detection [51]. Evidence
of convergence in the opposite direction –BDA tools for HPC applications– also
appears. Nashed et al. [52] demonstrated that machine learning libraries, specifically
TensorFlow, could be applied to HPC ptychographic reconstruction, and parallelised
over DIY [53]. Bicer et al. created a map-reduce framework over MPI called Trace
for tomographic reconstruction [54].
Because Spark underlies many BDA tools, the performance of Spark for scientific
16

computing has been studied in several works. Kira [55], a flexible and distributed
astronomy image processing toolkit using Apache Spark, was used to implement
a source extractor application called Kira SE for astronomy images. The study
shows that Spark may be an alternative to an equivalent C program for many-task
applications. Another interesting study was shown in [56], where the performance
of a Spark implementation of a classification algorithm in the domain of High
Energy Physics (HEP) was evaluated. The results showed that the implementation
scaled well, but the performance was poor compared with the results of an untuned
MPI implementation of the same algorithm.
To overcome the former problems, three main approaches have been proposed:
developing tailored frameworks, implementing a map-reduce framework using MPI
or executing the Spark framework using MPI as the communication engine, and
promoting storage converge between BD and HPC platforms.

2.3.1

Tailored Map-Reduce frameworks

Several tailored map-reduce and data analytics frameworks have been developed.
These environments target a particular family of applications or processor architecture, but they are not generalised for reuse in other contexts. A preliminary work
was ROOT [57], an object-oriented C++ high-energy physics (HEP) framework
designed for storing and analysing petabytes of data efficiently by using a TTree
object container optimised for statistical data analysis over very large data sets.
A proposal to accelerate spark communication was presented in [58], which used
a high-performance RDMA-accelerated data shuffle in the Spark framework on
high-performance networks and provided a performance improvement of 80%. An
adaptation of the map-reduce framework for specific heterogeneous architectures
has been proposed in MrPhi [59], an optimised framework for Intel Xeon Phi coprocessors. A similar solution for Spark on GPUs was IBMSparkGPU [60], but
it is valid for local tasks only. Trace [54], mentioned earlier, is a high-throughput
tomographic reconstruction engine for large-scale datasets using both (thread-level)
shared memory and (process-level) distributed memory parallelisation using a special data structure called a replicated reconstruction object. Fox et al. studied
in [61] various frameworks for deep learning networks that can scale across multiple
machines with full parallel support and distributed execution, such us Tensorflow,
CNTK, Deeplearning4j, MXNet, H2O, Caffe, Theano, and Torch.
An approach for running data-centric applications on MPI was proposed in [62],
where the authors proposed an event-driven pipeline and in-memory shuffle using
DataMPI-Iteration, which provided overlapping of computation and communication
for iterative BDA computing and showed a speedup of 9X-21X over Apache Hadoop,
and 2X-3X over Apache Spark for PageRank and K-means. In [63], Anderson et
al. proposed a system for integrating MPI with Spark by offloading computation to
an MPI environment from within Spark. The evaluation made with four distributed
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graph and machine learning applications shows speedups between 3X and 17X,
including all of the overheads.
Several works have addressed the opportunities of shifting scientific workflows from
traditional HPC and HTC infrastructures to BDA computing platforms. In particular,
authors have focused on exploring data-intensive workflows, since they are the most
tightly related to conventional BDA applications in terms of data volumes [64, 65].
Experimentation with well known workflows, like Montage, shows that running
costs could be significantly decreased with BDA infrastructures, but performance
would suffer from virtualisation and latency overheads [66–68].
Other works have been devoted to the application of BDA frameworks, specially
map-reduce, to the HPC world. Most attempts have tried to adapt map-reduce
to use distributed file systems available in HPC environments. For instance, the
Ceph file system provides support for Hadoop, and Maltzahn et al. [69] studied the
combination of both systems. The result of running map-reduce with HDFS and
GPFS was studied by Ananthanarayanan et al. [70] and Wang et al. [71]. These
works investigated the data-centric analytics framework running on a computecentric HPC environment that relies on high-performance file systems.
The performance of executing HPC applications on data-centric cloud has also been
studied in several works. The results of executing a scientific HPC application on
Amazon EC2 were presented by Evangelinos et al. [72] analysed, showing that the
performance of network in cloud is worse than that of HPC by one to two orders of
magnitude, which was also proved by Gupta et al. [73] on different cloud platforms.
Both showed that raw performance difference between compute centric HPC and
cloud is pronounced.

2.3.2

Map-Reduce frameworks using MPI

Instances of BDA and HPC convergence are evident in the literature of computer
science, physical sciences, and business. Malitsky et al. [50] developed Spark
workflows over MPI to parallelise and visualise reconstructions of synchrotron light
source X-ray microscopy. PayPal relies on the high concurrency and low latency
of HPC systems for fraud detection in BDA [51]. Convergence in the opposite
direction—BDA tools for HPC applications—also appears, for example, in the
usage of machine learning libraries, specifically TensorFlow, for HPC ptychographic
reconstruction by Nashed et al. [52] or in the creation of a map-reduce framework
over MPI, called Trace, for tomographic reconstruction [54].
Because Spark underlies many BDA tools, the performance of Spark for scientific
computing has been studied in several works. A study on Kira [55], a flexible and
distributed astronomy image processing toolkit using Apache Spark, showed that
Spark may be an alternative to an equivalent C program for many-task applications.
The performance of a Spark implementation of a classification algorithm in the
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domain of High Energy Physics (HEP) was evaluated in [56], showing good scalability, but poor performance was compared with the results of an untuned MPI
implementation of the same algorithm.
To overcome the former problems, two main approaches have been proposed: MPIbased framework implementations, using MPI as the communication engine without
re-implementing the framework.
There are some implementations of map-reduce frameworks using MPI. Plimpton et
al [74] created a parallel library written with message-passing (MPI) calls that allows
algorithms to be expressed in the map-reduce paradigm, simplifying programming
by using map and reduce operations callable from C++, C, Fortran, or scripting
languages such as Python . Wang et al. [75] proposed a map-reduce-like framework,
called Smart, to execute data analytics algorithms online alongside computational
simulations (in situ analytics) in time-sharing or space-sharing modes. A more
recent map-reduce framework over MPI is Mimir [76], which provides a redesign
of the execution model with optimisation techniques to increase performance and
to reduce memory usage, thus increasing scalability to allow significantly larger
problems to be executed. Another variant is FT-MRMPI [77], an extension to
provide a fault tolerant map-reduce framework on MPI for HPC clusters. The main
limitation of these solutions is that significant reimplementation effort is required to
modify tools, libraries and applications to use these frameworks, which can impede
adoption.
Due to the aforementioned limitations, executing the Spark framework using MPI
as the communication engine is becoming the most feasible way to bridge the gap
between HPC and BDA frameworks. This approach allows users to benefit from
efficient MPI libraries—such as DIY and others—in Spark with little effort on their
parts. In [62], Liang and Lu proposed an event-driven pipeline and in-memory
shuffle using DataMPI-Iteration, showing a speedup of 9X - 21X over Apache
Hadoop, and 2X - 3X over Apache Spark for PageRank and k-means clustering.
Anderson et al. [63] proposed a system for integrating MPI with Spark by offloading
computation to an MPI environment from within Spark. The evaluation made with
four distributed graph and machine learning applications shows speedups between
3X and 17X. Alchemist [78] is another effort in this direction, focusing on the ability
to call MPI-based libraries from Spark. Using Alchemist with Spark helps accelerate
linear algebra, machine learning, and related computations, while still retaining the
benefits of working within the Spark environment. The authors report speed-up of
up to 8x for select application such as SVD (singular value decomposition).

2.3.3

Storage converge between BD and HPC platforms

Scientific workflows are composed of heterogeneous and coupled components that
simulate different aspects of the domain they model [26]. These modules interact
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and exchange significant volumes of data at runtime, hence making these transfers
efficient has a potential major impact in the overall performance of the resulting
application [79]. As a consequence, both the storage infrastructure and the logical
file system abstractions could affect performance and scalability, thus making data
management a key aspect in workflow design and implementation [80].
In order to support the degree of scalability and performance required by modern
simulators, one of the key elements to take into consideration in a data-centric
transformation procedure is the avoidance of I/O bottlenecks [81]. Given the workflow nature of many state-of-the-art simulators for scientific computing, Srirama et
al. [82] proposed a workflow-partitioning strategy to reduce the data communication
in the resulting deployment. The aim of this work is similar to ours: migrating
scientific workflows to the cloud with a focus on data locality. However, it focuses
on task scheduling and the underlying peer-to-peer data-sharing mechanisms required for their efficient communication, while we attempt to provide data locality
by design in the resulting applications.
A first attempt to optimise map-reduce storage on HPC clusters by utilising Lustre
as the storage provider for RDMA intermediate data was presented in [83]. Matri
et al. [84] analyses the applicability of blobs (binary large objects) and object
storage systems to solve the problems with POSIX-IO-compliant file systems
and as a mechanism to replace distributed file systems for BDA analytics. Their
characterisation of the I/O profiles of several HPC and BDA applications shows
that most of these workloads execute read/write operations to files, with little need
of metadata. Sherish et al. recently showed in [85] how BDA tools can be used
for HEP data analysis because extremely large HEP datasets can be represented
and held in memory across the system and accessed interactively by encoding an
analysis using the high-level programming abstractions in Spark.
BDA analytics tools –like Hadoop and Spark– are being explored to provide straightforward data distribution and caching mechanisms in data-intensive HPC applications. Their data-centric nature permits reasoning about tasks over distributed
data abstractions without worrying about task scheduling, which is managed by the
middleware to enforce data locality and minimise transfers. The inherent parallelism
of these tools has resulted in positive experimental results showing their suitability
for massively parallel workloads like MTC-like workflows [86]. Nevertheless, challenges remain with respect to workflows built with a pure HPC focus, which rely on
MPI and traditional storage infrastructures [87].
These tools have already been used to create workflow execution engines and
scientific workflow management systems (SWfMS) for current state-of-the-art
workflows [86, 88]. However, this topic is still fairly new and the experience
with applying these techniques is still limited. Previous works have contributed
with guidelines and methodological approaches to make the design of scientific
workflows easier and more efficient, with a user-centric and visual perspective
[89]. A theoretical analysis of migrating common HPC-oriented workflows to
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a BD processing platform (i.e., Apache Hadoop) was made in [90]. Authors
implemented six representatives of common scientific workflow patterns in Apache
Hadoop environment and discussed implementation challenges as well as Hadoop
environment applicability for each of the basic patterns.
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Chapter 3

Generic Parallel Pattern
Interface
In this section we introduce GrPPI, a generic and reusable parallel pattern interface
for C++ applications [91]. This interface takes full advantage of modern C++
features, generic programming, and metaprogramming concepts to act as common
interface between different programming models hiding away the complexity behind
the use of concurrency mechanisms. Furthermore, the modularity of GrPPI allows
to easily integrate new patterns, as well as to combine them to arrange more complex
constructions. Thanks to this property, GrPPI can be used to implement a wide
range of existing stream-processing and data-intensive applications with relative
small efforts, having as a result portable codes that can be executed on multiple
platforms.
Basically, this library provides three main components in order to provide a unified interface for the supported frameworks: i) pattern classes and interfaces; ii)
execution policies and iii) communication channels.
Firstly, GrPPI provides a set of classes that represent each of the supported patterns
in order to allow compositions. These objects store references to the necessary
functions and information (e.g. concurrency degree) related to the pattern configuration. Thus, they can be composed in order to express complex constructions
that can not be represented by making use of a single pattern. Additionally, GrPPI
provides a set of functions for each supported parallel pattern and offers two different alternatives for pattern execution and composition. Thanks to these interfaces,
pattern constructions can be represented using a functional programming way. In
this project, we plan to extend these interfaces for supporting new parallel patterns
such as map-by-key.
On the other hand, key point of GrPPI is the ability to easily switch between different
programming framework implementations for a given pattern. This is achieved
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Figure 3.1: Task-generation and scheduling schema. Red box depicts the working
progress on tasks generation under GrPPI.

by providing a set classes that encapsulate the actual pattern implementations in
a specific framework. This way, by only changing the execution policy provided
as first argument to the pattern call, the framework used underneath is selected
accordingly. The current GrPPI version provides support for sequential, C++ threads,
OpenMP, Intel TBB, FastFlow and MPI frameworks. In this project, we plan to
provide a task-distributed backend for data-intensive applications.
Finally, GrPPI provides a set communications channels for transfering data among
workers. In the current version, GrPPI supports different First-In-First-Out (FIFO)
queues for multiple-producer/multiple consumers in shared memory, using atomics
and locks, and distributed memory, using MPI one-sided and two-sided primitives.
In this project, we plan to extend these communications channels for supporting data
and task communications using two different existing protocols MPI and ZeroMQ.
Figure 3.1 depicts task generation and scheduling schema of the proposed GrPPI
task-based backend and highlights the current efforts. Basically, we have implemented a first version that is able to generate the task corresponding to a pattern
composition for shared-memory platform. Afterwards, tasks are processed by a set
of worker entities using a FIFO scheduler. Currently, we are working on the new
communication channels using ZeroMQ for communicating tasks in a distributed
environment.
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3.1

Repository

The current release version can be found in https://github.com/arcosuc3m/
grppi and the prototype task-based backend in the GrPPI “task-backend” branch.

3.2

Requirements

GrPPI is a header-only library that only requires a C++14 compliant compiler.
GrPPI has been tested with the following compilers and versions:
• g++: 6.3, 7.2.
• clang++: 3.9, 4.0, 5.0.
However, even if there is no mandatory need for external libraries, some additional
libraries are needed for using their corresponding GrPPI backends.
• Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB).
• FastFlow.
• Boost v1.68 and OpenMPI v3.1.2.
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Chapter 4

ASPIDE Gateway
In this chapter, we introduce the ASPIDE Gateway, a collection of components
designed to handle application composition and orchestration. In order to facilitate
the configuration and accelerate application development and tuning for the user
inexperienced with exascale systems configuration, this component will allow for
visual representation and composition of tasks, data, and infrastructure for an
application.
The software is built around the open-source platform Alien4Cloud 1 , which provides a set of core services:
• a REST API for storing TOSCA [92] specifications
• a visual interface for composing applications based on service requirements
and exposed interfaces
• a plugin interface for additional functionalities such as Orchestrators and UI
elements.
The TOSCA files will provide the basis for task composition and scheduling policies,
defining requirements and relationships between DCEx entities. Using the Drag and
Drop Interface, one is able to link together tasks, data and computing infrastructure
into an Application and experiment with different configurations for the parameters
defined in the specification.
The Orchestrator resolves task dependencies and communicates with several components of the DCEx platform for the purpose of scheduling. It is then responsible
to check the status of running tasks and start pending tasks as soon as their inputs
become available.
Several UI interfaces need to be added in to present the user with information
gathered by the tools provided by the ASPIDE project, such as the auto-tuning tool
1

https://http://alien4cloud.github.io
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Figure 4.1: Class diagram for DCEx programming model and relation with TOSCA
normative types
E-TUNER.

4.1

Programming Model Specification

TOSCA specifications define application component requirements, capabilities,
the relationships between them, as well as defining attributes that will be filled
during the lifecycle of a component. The root TOSCA node defines five lifecycle
interfaces for the existence of any component: create, configure, start, stop and
delete. All other components are derived from this and therefore inherit the lifecycle
interfaces. TOSCA specifications files are developed for the DCEx programming
model: Cnode, Carea, Data, Task, and TaskPool. A class diagram is presented in
Figure 4.1 to show the relationship between the DCEx constructs and the TOSCA
normative types.
The Cnode and Carea components are derived from tosca.nodes.Compute
and inherit its requirements (i.e., network, which may be absent), and capabilities:
host (other components can be hosted on it) and attachment (used for attaching
storage requirements). The two types of nodes will have different implementations
for those capabilities.
The Data component is derived from the root TOSCA node and imposes a requirement which can be fulfilled by the attachment capability of a Cnode or
Carea. The DCExAttachTo relationship between the Data component and Com26

pute component defines the replication or partition strategies. Additionally, the
Data component will have a consume endpoint, which the task can use to gain
information about data type, path, and others.
The Task component is derived from tosca.nodes.SoftwareComponent
and inherits the requirement to be hosted. This requirement will be matched by
any further derivation of Cnode. The TaskPool is derived from Task and requires
to be hosted on a Carea. Additionally, it has a property which can be set by the
user defining the pool size. These two components can be instantiated through the
standard lifecycle interfaces, providing scripts for each state.
Subsequent definitions will be derived from Task and TaskPool, enhancing them
with further capabilities. Several GrPPITasks will have the capability to be pipelined
together with others hosted on the same Cnode or Carea. This, in turn, will generate
a single GrPPI pipeline application, taking advantage of the underlying communication mechanism. Similarly, a StreamTask will expose an endpoint for output
data and will require a relationship with a consume endpoint of a Data or Task
component.

4.2

Plugins

The DCEx Orchestrator plugin contains the logic for decomposing a TOSCA
application in its task and data components and apply the lifecycle stages corresponding to dependencies between tasks, data, and computing infrastructure. In
order to achieve this it will make use of:
• the monitoring APIs to determine the state of a given task
• the data management APIs to query data state, request data transfers, and
improve scheduling decisions
• the scheduling runtime APIs in order to start/stop/clear a Task or TaskPool.
Several UI plugins will enhance the development of Exascale Applications presenting the operator with insights gathered from the Event Detection System and
Decision Support System, part of the E-TUNER component. Additional plugins
will be implemented in order to present the analytics obtained from monitoring
components.

4.3

Repository

The ASPIDE Gateway consists of a set of Java Components and TOSCA specifications, bundled as git submodules. The current development version can be found at
https://github.com/adispataru/aspide-gateway
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4.4

Requirements

The components require Java, version 1.8 or above. Maven is used for managing
external library dependencies and is therefore required to compile the software. A
binary version will be provided as well.
The visual interface can be accessed using a Web Browser, but all actions can also
be performed by interacting with the REST API.
The Orchestrator and custom UI plugins need to have access to the core ASPIDE
services for monitoring and scheduling applications.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
In this chapter, we have proposed a generic and reusable parallel pattern interface
that acts as a switch between existing frameworks. This way, developers can
benfit from this interface to diminish the required efforts to select the most suitable
framework and to migrate parallel code from one framework to another.
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